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Objective of the course: The aim of this course is twofold. First, the course aims at providing
an introduction to planning and writing a paper in economics to PhD students who are about
to start their research career. Second, the course aims at making PhD students familiar with R,
MATLAB and LaTeX as tools for research in economics.
Besides making students aware of the key suggestions for doing research in economics, the
course puts an emphasis on practice. With this in mind, the first course unit (Writing a
research paper in economics) is structured to cover the basic information and suggestions for
research in economics and also gives a chance to practice different steps. Such phases of
research as planning a research project and structuring a scientific paper will be covered in
terms of common tips and also through practical examples and assignments. Students will
learn how to make better-structured and effective academic presentations. Students will
refresh their knowledge on writing well and work on improving their writing by analyzing
selected papers in economics and their own pieces of writing. The intention is to increase
awareness of what good writing entails and achieve better writing through practice in the class
and self-study.
Other parts of the course focus on tools in economic research, namely, R, MATLAB and
LaTeX. These classes are structured to provide introduction to using R, MATLAB and LaTeX
in economic research and prepare students for using these tools in other PhD courses, e.g.
Advanced Econometrics. This part is highly practice-oriented as well.
Learning outcomes:
 During this course students will learn about the key planning principles of a research
project and start planning their own research agenda by adapting the tips. Students will
learn how to make their presentations better-structured and effective in terms of
conveying results and receiving feedback and become aware of what is good writing in
economics. Consequently this course will improve students’ writing and presentation
skills.
 After this course students will know the basic syntax and operations with R and
MATLAB and how to make and use matrices, vectors, if statements, loops and userdefined functions in both programming languages. “The introduction to R” will allow
students become familiar with basic data analysis using different functions for data
manipulation, graphics and regression analysis. “The introduction to MATLAB” will
introduce students to graphical analysis with MATLAB as well and stress code efficiency.





After this course student will be able to use LaTeX, a de facto standard for the
communication and publication of scientific documents. “The introduction to LaTeX”
will allow students to know the basics of how LaTeX works using core LaTeX concepts,
such as commands, environments, and packages.
The course will also introduce students to writing beautiful structured documents with
figures, tables and automatic bibliographies, and then show you how to apply the same
skills to make professional presentations with beamer and advanced drawings with TikZ.

Course outline:
a. Writing a research paper in economics (Dr Eglė Jakučionytė)
i. Session 1 - How to do research (3 hours)
1. How to get started on research in economics?
2. Planning a research project.
3. Writing a research paper.
ii. Session 2 - How to do research? (3 hours)
1. Publishing a research paper.
2. How to present a scientific paper?
iii. Session 3 - Academic writing for economists (6 hours)
b. Introduction to programming in R (Dr Eglė Jakučionytė)
i. Session 4 - Introduction to R (2 hours)
1. Mathematical operations, matrices and vectors.
2. Writing a function.
ii. Session 5 - Basic data analysis in R (2 hours)
1. Getting overview of data and data manipulation challenges.
2. Graphical analysis.
3. Regression analysis
b. Introduction to programming in MATLAB (Dr Benjamin Hemingway)
i. Sessions 6-7
Using MATLAB (1 hour)
1. Running MATLAB, using the interface.
2. Matrixes, operations and basic MATLAB functions.
Scripts, Logic and Loops (2 hours)
3. Creating MATLAB scripts.
4. Logical operators and Loops.
5. Creating functions.
Creating Plots, writing good code, fixing bad code (1 hour)
1. Creating and labelling graphs.
2. Saving graphs as pdfs.
3. Timing functions and writing efficient MATLAB code.
4. Common mistakes and how to fix them.
c. Introduction to LaTeX (Dr Linas Tarasonis)
i. Session 8
Intro to LaTeX (1.5 hours)
1. Setting up a LaTeX document
2. Typesetting text
3. Handling LaTeX errors
4. Typesetting equations
5. Using LaTeX packages

LaTeX features (1.5 hours)
1. Structured documents
2. Sections, labels and cross-references
3. Figures and tables in LaTeX
4. Automatic bibliographies with BibTeX
5. Useful LaTeX packages and online resources
Presentations and drawing (1 hour)
1. LaTeX presentations with Beamer
2. Drawing in LaTeX with TikZ
Evaluation (exam and grading):
The evaluation will depend on students' performance in all four parts of the course. Grades
from all four parts will be given the following weights when computing the final grade: 52
percent for “Writing a research paper in economics”, 16 percent for Introduction to
programming in R, 16 percent for “Introduction to programming in MATLAB” and 16 percent
for “Introduction to LaTeX”. The chosen weights approximate for contact hours assigned for
each part. Grades for each part will be given on assignments described below.
 Writing a research paper in economics. The course unit has one assignment.
Students will have to hand in an introduction of their own paper in economics. It does
not have to be a finished paper, because the introduction will be evaluated based on
clarity of the presentation, the idea and the structure only. The final grade from this
course unit will be composed by giving a 40 percent weight to the assignment and a 60
percent weight to a take-home exam. The take-home exam will consist of writing a
report on a given paper in economics. The report will be given a high grade, if it
discusses the research question, the contribution and the structure. Including
suggestions for improvement is required as well.
 Introduction to programming in R. Students will have to solve one take-home
problem set, involving writing functions and doing simple data analysis in R.
 Introduction to programming in MATLAB. There will be one take-home problem
set, involving the creation of MATLAB code that performs certain tasks and solves
basic problems.
 Introduction to LaTeX. There will be one take-home problem set, involving the
creation of a scientific document using LaTeX.
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